Paper Piecing Patterns for A & B Two Part Rectangle Blocks

You will need two copies of this page. You may photocopy patterns or trace onto desired paper. Measure before sewing, making sure rectangles are 2¾” x 5”.

Cutting: Use the provided cutting templates located on pg. 12.

Blocks A & B. Make 4 each

Step 1: With right sides together, place the dark fabric on top of the light fabric aligning bias edges. Note: The points of each fabric will extend as shown in diagram.

Step 2: With printed side facing you hold template up to the light. On the back side of the template with the dark fabric against paper, align triangles along fabric line. Pin or finger hold in place.

Step 3: Turn paper over & stitch on the dotted line of the printed side of the pattern.


Step 5: Flip over. Trim on outer line to 2¾” x 5”. Remove paper.

If printed correctly, this box will measure 1” square.